
First a little about me, for those who do not know me. I thoroughly love video games. As I grow older, 
and my family grows, I have less and less time to play games. However this does not stop me from 
thinking about what I like and dislike. It does make me focus my playtime into only games that I enjoy. 
  
While I would love to say I am a successful game dev myself, I am only a moderately successful IT peon. I 
like to think I know a thing or two about video game systems and what I find fun, but I know enough to 
know I am not even qualified enough to call myself an amateur. 
  
I am a longtime fan of Wizzy's work. The Continuum was one of my favorite games (still would be if I 
could play it). Like many people here, the community that built up around TC made a positive 
impression on me. 
  
Needless to say, I want Gunslinger to make a massive success. Or at least a really good one that allows 
them the freedom to go in any direction they would like without overbearing publishers damaging their 
vision. And if my work ever takes me to the windy city, I would love to buy the devs pizza or something. 
  
During this, I will make references to other games that have features I find comparable. While I always 
try to be optimistic, I will also be honest about my opinions here. Speaking of opinions, everything from 
here out is completely my opinion. If it is helpful, please feel free to consider them. If they miss the 
mark, I will take no offence should they be ignored! You guys are the experts! 
  
EoE Pre-alpha combat test 
  

1. Visuals 
2. UI 
3. Gameplay 

  
Visuals 
  
EoE has a "cartoony" art style. This allows it to have a more "timeless" feel, and allow for far more 
interesting design. EoE has some really awesome design. I cannot give enough kudos for this. 
  
One side note, the current build does not use the full display space on  
  

1. Suggestion. Foes could use some sort of shadow, the models currently do not appear grounded to 
the world projection. 

  
UI 
  
This one is a bit more broad. There are a lot of things that could be tweaked, and a lot more that fits 
nicely. As the test was focused on combat and arena, that is all I will really comment on. 
  

1. Suggestion. Battery and clock visible while in game. 
2. Suggestion. Color blind mode, particularly on the resource generating abilities, but also equipment 

rarities. 
  



Starting a new character for the first time really felt nice. You are welcomed by a roaring fire, with your 
character looking ready to go. With my standard preference to poke around before diving in, the 
character is the first stop for me. Opening this menu brings you to a familiar inventory. 

1. Suggestion. Swipe up to access inventory. 
2. Suggestion. Border around items with rarity colors. 
3. Bug. Clicking the offhand/left hand ring brings up the "Abilities" menu 
4. Suggestion. Upgrade arrows on slots with higher quality equipment available. 

Selecting an item is pretty clear. After the update adding in a notification over the slot, it does lead you 
in the right directions! Selecting an item shows a side by side comparison. From here, you can transmute 
and salvage items (currently not implemented fully). 

1. Suggestion. Remove the Salvage/transmute buttons from this screen. Add in a full stats list, 
showing the totals with both pieces equipped in this space. 

2. Suggestion. Remove the "Sort" and "Group Salvage" UI elements from this screen. 
3. Suggestion. Change the "inventory" title to the slot name.  
4. Suggestion. Remove the two buttons from the top of this page. 

Selecting the inventory button from the bottom shows a full list of your current equipment. 
1. Suggestion. Due to the amount of items you could have, this window should be a full screen. 
2. Suggestion. Salvaging and group salvage could be merged into one function. 

Selecting the helmet icon allows you to see other sections of the character sheet. Not all are functioning 
currently, but do give a reference to future vision. These I will skip until they are implemented. Selecting 
abilities pops up a sub-menu. NOTE: I am ignoring the actual abilities for now. You can review and edit 
your ability layout from here. 

1. Suggestion. Drag and drop ability sorting.  
2. Suggestion. Some ability to remove already equipped abilities. 
3. Suggestion. Add a close "X" to the screen. It is not clear how to dismiss menu 

Moving to details. I very much appreciate the "rival".  
1. Suggestion. Implement the base stat screen into the equipment screen directly.  
2. Suggestion. Win/Loss record in the history tab. 

  
Chat: Quick aside here, once guilds are implements, a new message symbol would be nice. 
  
Moving on to Arena, the real meat of this test. The arena screen allows you to find a battle, or search for 
a player. Selecting battle instantly searches for a foe. This brings you into a fight against a player (if one 
is available) or allows the AI to take over another character for you to fight. I will leave the meat of 
combat to its own section, and just talk about the UI functions. You clearly see the stats of both 
characters, and after a few turns it is really evident what is going on. 

1. Suggestion. A turn timer would be welcome. Perhaps the AI could select an ability for you if you 
do not respond in time. 

2. Suggestion. A basic attack, should you find yourself with all abilities on cool down. (Shouldn’t 
happen, but as you are not FORCED to fill all ability slots it can happen). 

3. Suggestion. Power level/item level visible. 
4. Suggestion. Attack log showing details of what was used and what the effect was. Also visible in 

the victory/defeat screen. 
5. Suggestion. Combat text showing when an effect is reduced or ignored. 
6. Suggestion. Setting that lets you show both rows of abilities at the same time.  
7. Suggestion. UI element when a fight is a player or a bot. Perhaps the same green/red icon used in 

the player search. 
Victory/Defeat screen shows you what rewards you earned this fight. 



1. Suggestion. The Vanquished/Defeated screen takes up a lot of space, and is not clear. 
Reformatting into a row instead of a column would appear cleaner. For example "DrGlory 
defeated TheWizard"/"TheWizard smote DrGlory" with character portraits/class icons on the 
appropriate sides. 

2. Suggestion. Collect and view in inventory button would be appreciated, when receiving new 
equipment. 

Search works pretty well, it searches things. 
1. Suggestion. With the search field selected, the return key on the popup keyboard could be 

changed to a "search" button. 
2. Suggestion. Partial name searching. "TheWiz" brings up nothing, but "TheWizard" brings up 

TheWizard. 
3. Suggestion. Additional search options, Online, Guild/House, options to fill up the empty space 

would be nice. 
Once you search for an opponent, you are presented with a list of those people in your search results. 

1. Suggestion. The number of results found. 
2. Bug. Arena Tier does not display current Tier, only shows Tier 0. 
3. Bug. Scroll bar goes below the UI element when dragging past the bottom (when it will snap back). 

Selecting a foe will bring up a rough outline of their info, with a (non-functioning) History, along with 
their current equipment. 

1. Suggestion. Item/power level listed under Class - Lvl. 
2. Suggestion. Tap equipment to compare to your item, or a button to slow their basic inventory. 
3. Bug. When a player in your search options logs in/out, it causes a minor glitch on the selected 

opponent combining the search screen and the selected screens. 
If your selected opponent is online you see the challenge / spar button. Challenge sends a declinable 
fight invitation to a foe. The Spar button allows you to instantly fight their bot. 
  
Selecting the arena banner at the top will bring up the arena tiers list, showing the tiers, renown 
required to reach, abilities unlocked, as well as drop info for chests earned during in that tier. 

1. Suggestion. Champion's tier has an empty unlocks section, removing this would clean it up (or add 
something to unlock). 

  
General UI Suggestions. 

1. The chest icon is somewhat pervasive. Perhaps move this element to the resource bar at the top, 
or as an element in the camp only. 

2. In many menus, the UI has contextual menu when none is needed. Elements could be added to 
empty/unused space instead. As an example, in the arena, you have three intractable elements, 
the battle button, tiers list, and search. Battle could move to the gate (as a tapable element), and 
the "board" across the bottom could be removed. 

3. In the future, optimization for iPhone X (and beyond) resolution would be appreciated. 
4. The Level Up UI looks like it has a section for rewards that is currently blank. 

  
  
Moving on to gameplay. This is by far the hardest section to consider. Game design has so many 
intricacies, and I am absolutely not qualified to even attempt balancing a game. I Do very much enjoy 
the bones of the game, and it is something that I look forward to playing once we go fully live. I do have 
suggestions, however I want to put forward my critique first. 
  



NOTE: I do not enjoy FTP games, in general. I find many of the re-occurring spending opportunities to be 
more than a little frustrating. In my ideal world, this would be a paid game, with no MTX. Alternatively, 
fortnight style MTX. Keep the gameplay pure and not allow power to be purchased at all. 
  
Current gameplay is focused mostly on the PVP aspects. All progression is tied to what arena rank you 
have reached, not what level you are. You get better gear in higher ranks, and better gear is required to 
beat better geared foes. You also unlock higher tiers of abilities at higher ranks. In theory, this works as a 
self-balancing progression (assuming player count is high enough). There are a few pain points, but they 
mostly end up being gear related.  
  
Adding in a small aside here. I do enjoy the gameplay. A lot of what I have to say is negative, but I say it 
because I enjoy what I see. If I did not, I would say nothing and move on. Gunslinger have a really good 
idea on their hands, and once we see what the final version is I believe we have something well worth 
playing. 
  
Gear causes some imbalance. In most cases, the game feels more a contest of "who has better loot" 
than a contest of "who has more skill/better build". This brings the core of the PVP to the lowest 
common denominator, who has the most Power stat. After a while I found myself knowing within a 
second or two who was going to win. Character level matters very little, it is just another piece of the 
stat pile but not a large one. 
  
On day 1 it was pretty well balanced. There were a few people who had clearly better gear than my 
warrior, but they beat me by reasonable margins. I was able to grind by way up to arena tier 4 before 
hitting a wall of unkillable characters. These simply had gear so much higher I could do absolutely no 
damage at all. This felt, well bad, especially after a fun afternoon of slowly bettering by build and move 
order. On day two, the game really revealed the limits of the current system. I got my first chest of the 
day at tier 4, and was able to get 4 good items. This instantly put me well beyond the power level of the 
previous wall of unkillable characters, and subsequent chests filled it out really well. So I was able to 
move on until the next wall of impossible foes. Day 3 put me beyond those, and day 4 put me past all 
but 1 bot and 2 PC characters.  
  
Interestingly enough, once you hit the Champion tier, you get back to the fun level of gameplay. At 
champion, you cap out on power level and just have to maximize your stats gained from gear, effectively 
resetting the lessons learned the previous several days. 
  
Simply put, the gearing curve does not really make for an enjoyable experience until you reach the end 
game. 
  
The combat in its current form reminds me most heavily of Pokemon Go, if you added in a dash of WoW 
style cooldowns. Pokemon Go combat breaks down to DPS. You tap as fast as you can, prioritizing 
moves that do DPS. Because of the server lag, bothering to dodge loses you DPS. SO just keep tapping. It 
gets boring, and has little in the way of staying power on the combat alone. 
  
The point being, when everything does damage, damage becomes less fun. Current build has a lot of 
abilities. They range from doing damage, do doing damage with a buff, to doing damage with a debuff, 
some generate resources, some consume them. It just gets to being very generic after a while. Again, I 
do have suggestions, but that is for the next section to discuss. 
  



So this is where I stand. The core loop is enjoyable, and I have a lot of fun with it. The power scaling 
from gear is really painful, and leads to an endless maze of stone walls. Each power leap you have, 
makes the previous struggle to advance pointless. All of the abilities feel too damage oriented, causing 
them to feel bland. 
  
Now that I have said all that, here are my suggestions for more enjoyable experiences. 
  
EoE is a turn based combat system. There are a fair number of choices that could be opened up with a 
small change to the turns. An ability section phase when both players can select their skill, then they fire 
off in the turn order. This would feel less "action" but would be more strategic. 
  
Abilities currently all feel somewhat bland. This is a side effect of the gear power jumps messing with 
the damage scaling, and the fact that they all deal damage (despite also having buffs/debuffs on some of 
them).  

1. Damage number listed in the skill does not seem to reflect damage you see in game. 
  
Level 1 warrior, starting gear. A few samples of damage done. Name, damage listed = damage done 
actual. 
Sweeping Strike, 4 damage = 14, 24, 13, 35, 23 
Ravage, 4 damage = 23, 15, 24, 18 
Bedlem, 8 damage = 25, 23 
  

1. Cont. These numbers make it hard to trust what you are actually seeing in gameplay. The damage 
shown on the card should be the baseline. If a skill shows 8 damage, it should always do twice as 
much damage as a 4 damage skill. 

2. The damage formula should be simplified, to a degree. 
a. Current per @Singme Asong: ((Weapon Damage Roll + (PR - EnemyPR) + BaseAbilityDamage 

+ Stat Damage Modifier) * Subdamage Type% * Empowered or Rebuke * (Attacker Buffs + 
Enemy Debuffs)) - (AttackerDebuffs - EnemyBuffs) * Enemy Resistances 

b. Suggested: New base damage stat (Weapon Damage + Power Rating + stat modifier). So the 
new formula would be ((Base Damage * BaseAbilityDamage) Subdamage Type% * 
Empowered or Rebuke * (Attacker Buffs + Enemy Debuffs)) - (AttackerDebuffs - EnemyBuffs) 
* Enemy Resistances 

3. The damage done by some abilities should be reduced. Builders should do less damage than 
spenders, even ones with long cool downs. Special abilities with no cooldown fill this nicely. 

4. Debuffs and buffs should be the focus of a skill, and made much more powerful (NOTE: Devs 
already mentioned some were getting a buff pass in the future). Damage should be eliminated 
from them or lowered. 

a. Example of this is "Bedlam, 5 cost 8 damage no effect 0cd". Other warrior 5 costs are "Rend, 
5 cost 8 damage 2 bleed 0cd", and "Devastating Swing, 5 cost 8 damage 2 purge 4cd". 

b. Rend and DevSwing both have much better effects than Bedlam, but are the same cost. The 
effects should be worth additional cost. 

5. There are too many similar skills, they all fit the same general role, do damage and maybe extra 
stuff. Allow for skills that heal you, or hurt your HP/Armor for a very large effect. Warriors could 
buff their own armor, mages could heal themselves, and rouges could lower your 
BaseAbilityDamage. 

  



Finally on to the topic of gear. Power is just too much. It makes the arena play less fun, and once you hit 
the champion arena it stops being a factor. Adjust how much of a factor it is allowed to be, while not 
being overwhelming. Say 2% per arena rank. Your base stats should be more of a focus than power. I 
personally enjoy having hard stat caps in place, so that I am required to work around them to build a 
broader character, rather than a hyperfocused one.  

1. Change one of the item slots to be more "fun" focused. The Trinket slot, allow trinkets to do more 
interesting things. Say a 9th ability that has a long cool down, or adds a small heal to every attack. 
Something that can change up the game a little. 

  
One small comment on MTX/Chests. 
I really do not like being limited by timers. They bother me a lot. I will withhold a bit until we see more 
of what is planned in the store. I would personally like to see the occasional item won from fights, 
outside your standard chest. Say, a random reward from your current tier, with the chance to get 
something going up until you get something. Just to keep the dripfeed going. 
  
Thanks for humoring me! I have a great deal of respect for everyone at Gunslinger, and I truly do wish 
you the best with this one. 
 


